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Abstract: Linguistic meaning is the nucleus question of Linguistic philosophy research. 

Linguistic philosophers differently having explained the meaning have formed the theory of 

meaning such as the referential theory of meaning, the ideal theory of meaning, the behavior 

theory of meaning and the use theory of meaning. This paper attempts to give a general review 

of these theories. 
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1. MEANING IN THE REFERENCE THEORY 

 
The reference theory holds that the meaning of a word is the object in the world it refers to. The 

reference is an abbreviation of what the object is described. A word becomes the basic unit of 

the meaning. The meaning of a phrase and a sentence is the meaning combination of words. 

The function word is the simplification form of a phrase or a sentence. A word with reference 

has the meaning. Otherwise, it is meaningless. The object of function word only has the 

meaning in the scope that permits. Russell thinks that a name is a simple symbol, and directly 

referring to the individual. This individual is its meaning. Resembling with Russell, early 

Wittgenstein thinks that a name refers to the object. The object is its meaning. That is to say, 

there exist the direct corresponding relations between the name and the object. And the 

elementary proposition is also corresponding with the atom fact, and the language as the sum of 

the proposition is corresponding with the world. In other words, the language constructs with 

the world together. But early Wittgenstein consistently stands for the inherent relations 

between the language and the world, rather than the mechanical cause and effect Russell 

concerns in this question. Later Wittgenstein criticizes the referential theory of meaning. He 

suggests that the meaning of a word is not its reference. Neither is it the mental content or 

mental process of one’s using the word. The meaning of a word is nothing but its use. Frege 

also puts forward the objection to the reference theory and he thinks that the positive judgment 

is the foundation of mankind’s knowledge, and is the basic unit of communication. The concept 

is given risen to the analysis to the judgment, and leaving to assign a proposition to judge. It is 

hard to definite its meaning of the isolated concept, and only judging sentence is the basic unit 

of meaning. He points out we should not ask about the meaning of a word isolated, but ask 
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about the meaning in the relations within a proposition. This viewpoint of Frege has been 

formed the foundation of logical verificationism theory of meaning. The logical 

verificationism suggests that whether the word and phrases have the meaning or not needs to 

confirm. The isolated word or phrases can not be confirmed true or false, and only the 

declarative sentence can be confirmed true or false. Therefore, there exist only two kinds of 

propositions of meaning: analytic proposition and synthetic proposition. The proposition based 

on metaphysics can not judge its true or false by the logic and the experiential fact. Hence, it 

becomes the meaningless proposition outside these two kinds of propositions. The meaning of 

a proposition can only be confirmed by way of experience. Schlock points out, the meaning of 

a proposition is the method to confirm it. This principle contains two points. Firstly, the 

meaning of a sentence is decided by its condition. Next, just only if a sentence can be 

confirmed in principle, this sentence just has the meaning. But the logical verificationism’s 

viewpoint suffers Quine’s intense criticism. Quine thinks that both analytic and synthetic 

propositions are identical in principle because the former is also based on the experiential 

world understanding. Therefore its true/ falsity is really apodictic. However, the latter can not 

resort to confirmation for the experiential materials. Because there are no pure experiential 

materials. Hence, it is impossible to explain whether a word has the referential object or not. 

Having in view of this, the criterion of verificationism has been constantly revised. And it 

constantly makes a concession to “metaphysics”. But it still focus on the connection between 

the language and the object. That is, it is concerned about confirmation in question. 

Linguistic philosophers universally hold that meaning is the medium which connects the 

language with “being”. But some researchers criticize the object for being equal with meaning. 

They point out that we may not narrowly understand “Being refers to the object”. Here “being” 

includes the matter of spirit, perception and ration etc. The Linguistic meaning includes many 

kinds of meanings. Probably it refers to the object, the knowledge of object or the relations 

between the speaker and the object. The confirmation is the key question and a scope that can 

be confirmed is placed on the declarative sentence with analytic and synthetic proposition. 

Although this contributes to the thought of mankind in the fixed level, the logic analysis can 

not replace argumentum, fact and the priori proof.  

 

2. MEANING IN IDEAL THEORY 

 
Ideal theory holds that the Linguistic meaning is the idea that the language represents. This 

kind of view can be held by Locke. He suggests that the expressive effect of the language is 

owing to the fact that people entrust its meaning casually, and regard a word as a sign of idea. 

Therefore, the function of a word is to mark the various idea, and its intrinsic and direct 

meaning just depends on the idea. The idea can be explained as image in speaker’s mind. 

Russell also approves of this kind of viewpoint later, and thinks that the essence of the language 

depends on its causing the idea. This idea is linguistic meaning. 

Quine puts forward the suspection and criticizes the theory. He holds that the idea of 
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language form is not only useless, but also harmful. Because a kind of illusion can be generated 

in its use. That is, the meaning as an imaginary and obscure medium would be abandoned 

completely. Wittgenstein thinks, according to the viewpoint of Locke the idea is privately 

owned, and certainly we will admit the private language. But in fact language is abiding by a 

public regular activity, and can not feel for abiding by the standard of rule with subjectiveness 

of oneself. If everyone can use the language at will, and if between the language expression and 

its idea has the clear definite correspondence, the language would change into one kind of 

expression that is impossible to understand and difficult to realize the communication or 

exchange. Although the shortcoming has been pointed out, the meaning acquisition must be 

connected with the thought activity of brain. And Idea has reflected the essence of meaning on 

certain level. 

 

3. MEANING IN THE BEHAVIORISM  

 
The behaviorism thinks that the meaning is decided by the hearer’s corresponding reaction to 

the speaker’s utterance. If such reaction can be caused, no matter what language type expressed 

they are, all expressions have the meaning. Otherwise they are meaningless. Linguistic 

meaning can be acquired only between the speaker and hearer via the medium of language. 

Watson holds that the meaning of a word just depends on the reaction that has the condition to 

it. But Bloomfield also points out that the meaning of an expression can be got only according 

to the situation in which the speaker expresses the thought and arouses hearer’s reaction with it 

there. He produces the formula “S-r…s-R” and gives an example to explain it: Jack and Jimmy 

walked together, and Jimmy was hungry. Jimmy saw an apple on the tree and said “I am 

hungry.” Jack has heard what she said and just climbed the tree to pick the apple down. Then he 

gave it to Jimmy to eat. In this example, the meaning of the utterance “I am hungry” is this kind 

of behavior occurring after Jack has heard Jimmy’s words. Because it is hard to judge 

accurately the feeling “I am hungry” in practice /theory. Namely the reaction of hearer can be 

clear external behavior, and also can be unclear and indefinite mentality change. 

Behaviorism takes consideration of the interlocutor’s relations which may contribute to 

avoiding one-sideness such as “speaker considers oneself in the right”. But critics thinks, firstly, 

the reaction of the hearer and the language stimulus do not have certain corresponding 

connection. Probably there are many factors that cause hearer’s behavior. Apart from the words 

heard, there exist hearer’s inherent cause, historical cause and the situational changes. The 

chances are that many factors take the effect simultaneously. Secondly, even the hearer’s 

reaction has a certain connection. The reaction may change following the change of time, place 

and condition. 

 

4. MEANING IN THE USE THEORY 

 
The use theory holds that the meaning is decided by the relationship among the speaker, the 

hearer and the context. Later Wittgenstein criticizes the ‘picture’ theory of his own and 
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produces the ‘language game’ theory. ‘The language interweaved with the behavior’ is known 

as the language game. The language game is in order to stress a fact. Namely the language is 

the component of a kind of life form. Thus, words are like tools. The different words have 

different functions. The same word at different occasions also has the different functions. The 

meaning of a word is the role that it is played the part of in the language game. The language 

game is diversified, and does not have the identical, specific properties each other. But it is only 

the family resemble. Namely it is by and large resemble, rather than the single common 

meaning. The language is not isomorphic with the world. There exist the custom and the 

tradition that the mankind used. In other words, “meaning is its use.” 

Wittgenstein’s opposition is with the meaning substantialization. He does not admit he 

meaning is certain matter substance, and does not also admit the meaning is certain spirit 

substance. Moreover, the language game is diversified. We cannot limit the quantity of it. And 

it is hard to definite the meaning that is suitable universally. Therefore, we should not analyze 

the linguistic meaning of static state. That is, we should pay no attention to the meaning, and 

only ask about the use. 

The use theory does not only focus on the general linguistic meaning, but place the use of 

words in the first place from beginning to end. It has announced language’s practicality, 

sociability and changeability from different aspects. But critics think that later Wittgenstein 

opposes the general, unconditional and absolute certainty, and advocates to study the certainty 

of relative meaning under the concrete situation. It comes to understand ‘objectivation’ in 

language game. Thus it results in advocating the anti-essentialism by means of essentialism. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
The language unquestionably has the meaning. This is the essence of the language. But 

linguistic meaning research of western linguistic philosophy has transcended the category of 

linguistics far away. It is serving as the medium with the language, introspecting and reflecting 

on the relations between man and the world by way of criticizing the linguistic meaning, and 

reflecting on the “fruit” of practice of mankind. This promotes the formation of the new world 

outlook of man. 
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